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In the White Russian province of Mohilev 

lived a humble Jew and his wife. Life in 

Czarist Russia wasn't easy, but in spite of 

everything, the couple would have been very 

happy if only G-d had granted them a child.  

They prayed for years and even made the long 

trip to their Rebbe, Rabbi Shneur Zalman of 

Liozhna (the Alter Rebbe) [18 Elul 1745 - 24 

Tevet 1812], for a blessing. Finally, their 

prayers bore fruit, and they became the proud 

parents of a charming little boy. As he grew it 

became clear that he also was possessed of a 

gifted intellect. It was almost eerie the way 

the boy absorbed information; seeing or 

hearing something only once was enough to 

imprint it in his memory forever.  The first 

time his father took him through the alef-beit 

it was already mastered. Even more amazing 

was how the toddler was able to put them 

together and read. The most complex 

philosophical concepts were comprehended at 
once. The boy was a rare genius.  

His parents, fearful of an "evil eye," were 

afraid to send him to the local Jewish boys' 

school. A private tutor was hired, but he was 

rapidly outpaced. By the age of Bar Mitzva 

the boy was an experienced swimmer in the 

sea of Talmudic wisdom, and he steadily 
climbed the ladder of knowledge.  

One day the father walked into his son's room 

and saw him reading a small pamphlet. His 

blood ran cold as he realized it was a treatise 

designed to lure unsuspecting yeshiva boys 

into the net of the anti-religious "Haskala" / 

"Enlightenment" movement. "Why do you 

need to search in foreign pastures?" he 

scolded him. "The entire Torah is yours, the 

true source of G-dly wisdom. There is nothing 

to be gained by looking elsewhere."  

"You are right, Father," the boy apologized. "I 

found it lying in the street. The only reason I 

have been glancing through it now was to see 

for myself how groundless their arguments 

are. Also, it states in Pirkei Avot (2:14) that 

we need to know how to refute them when 

they speak."   The father wasn't entirely 
convinced, but allowed himself to be deluded.  

Over the next few weeks and months the boy 

was caught several more times. He was silent 

when confronted. In the end he could not deny 

that the Enlightenment had captured his heart. 

Eventually he left home, after calling his 

father "an idiot" for his religious convictions. 

His destination was far-away Berlin, the seat  

 

of the Enlightenment. In Berlin, the Academy 

of Sciences received him with open arms. In 

no time at all he distinguished himself with his 

phenomenal intellectual abilities. His rise 

through the ranks of academia was steady and 

swift. After several years in Germany he went 

on to study in Paris.  The young man was 

particularly interested in mathematics and 

medicine, and he decided to write a book on 

each of them. His mathematical treatise dealt 

with an original theorem he had formulated; 

the other book was on the subject of anatomy. 

They were very well received in Berlin and 

soon he was a darling of the international 

scientific community. In addition to all this 

distinction, he found a girl whom he wished to 
marry.  

Suddenly, he remembered his aged parents, 

and had an urge to obtain their blessing on his 

proposed marriage. He also wanted to show 

them his scholarly manuscripts and prove to 

them that he had succeeded in his chosen 

endeavors, despite their disapproval. He took a 

leave of absence and set out for home.  The 

long journey gave him time to think. "What 

good will it do to show my father my 

manuscripts?" he mused. "He has no 

understanding of such matters. Better I should 

first go to my father's Rebbe and get his 

approval. They say that as a young man, Rabbi 

Shneur Zalman studied geometry and 

astronomy. He will certainly appreciate the 

depth and insight of my works, and my father 
will respect his opinion."  

The young man made his way to Liozhna and 

presented himself at the Rebbe's court -- an 

unusual sight in his moustache and Berlin 

garb.  Rabbi Moshe Meizlish, a well-known 

sophisticated chasid, fluent in many languages, 

approached him and inquired what the young 

man was seeking. He replied that he wanted 

only a private audience with the Rebbe. When 

the request was presented to Rabbi Shneur Zalman, 

he agreed to see him at once and the young scholar 

was ushered into the Rebbe's room, his two treatises 

clutched tightly in his hands.  The Rebbe's door was 

closed for a long time. When the young man finally 

emerged he was extremely agitated. He started 

pacing back and forth, lost in thought. It was obvious 

to the others waiting to see the Rebbe that he was in 

the midst of an inner battle.  Suddenly, without 

warning, he grabbed one of his manuscripts and 

threw it into the furnace. A minute later the second 

one followed. Both were quickly consumed by the 
flames. Only then did he calm down.  

Rabbi Meizlish came running over to find out what 

had happened? It turned out that Rabbi Shneur 

Zalman had scrutinized only five pages of the first 

treatise when he drew a line through several 

paragraphs. After leafing through the rest, he 

pronounced the reasoning sound. "But unfortunately, 

the book is based on an error in calculation at the 

very beginning. As the foundation is faulty, the rest 

of the edifice is also flawed."  The same happened 

with the next book. The Rebbe pointed out a 

sentence that contradicted what the Torah says about 

a certain juncture of veins. "As our Sages are 

undoubtedly right, the entire treatise is based on an 
untruth."  

The young man confessed to Rabbi Meizlish that 

after the Rebbe's criticism, "I was shocked to my 

core. I had spent years perfecting these works. All of 

my professors were highly impressed by them. I 

started to argue my point of view but I was forced to 

stop. For try though I may, I simply couldn't refute 

his objections to the statements he had marked. I left 

the room completely embarrassed, and I continued 

turning over in my mind the Rebbe's critique. I sorely 

wished to justify myself, but I realized that I simply 

couldn't. That is when I threw my precious writings 

into the fire."  

The young man remained in Liozhna, and Rabbi 

Shneur Zalman offered to study with him personally. 

He made extraordinary progress, but, seven weeks 

later he fell ill, and a short time after that passed 

away. Rabbi Shneur Zalman later revealed that the 

young man was a reincarnation of Rabbi Elazar ben 

Durdia, a notorious sinner whose unusual repentance 

is discussed in the Talmud. His soul had already 
descended into the world several times, each time  

(story continued on bottom of page 4) 

 

 

 

More Enlightened than  

the Enlightenment 

Shabbat  T imes –  Shemot 

 Candlelighting Motze Shabbat 

Jerusalem 4:11 5:26 

Tel Aviv 4:28 5:27 

Haifa 4:18 5:25 

Beer Sheva 4:29 5:29 

 

  

 



An angel of G-d appeared to him in a 

flame of fire out of the midst of a 

thorn bush, and he looked, and behold 

the bush was burning with fire, but the 

bush was not consumed (Ex. 3:2) 

Man is likened to a tree in a field; 

Torah scholars are likened to fruit 

bearing trees, while unlettered Jews 

are likened to trees that do not bear 
fruit.  

The "flame of fire" was burning in the 

humble bush - the simple Jew. The 

simple Jew, who prays and recites 

Psalms with a simple faith in G-d, 

even without understanding the 

meaning of the words, has within him 

the "flame of fire," a holiness because 

of his purity of heart. The bush was 

also "not consumed." This fire can 

never be extinguished, for it is the 

simple Jew who is forever thirsty for 

Torah, always burning with a desire 

and longing for Torah, while the 

scholars quench their inner fire with 

the waters of Torah. 

(Baal Shem Tov) 

These are the names of the children of 

Israel coming into Egypt (Ex. 1:1) 

The verse says "coming," in the present 

tense, rather than "who came," in the past 

tense. For the duration of the 210-year 

exile in Egypt, the Jews felt as if they had 

just arrived in that land. They never 

adopted Egyptian ways and always 

considered their sojourn temporary. 

(Ohel Yehoshua) 

Rashi explains that even though they were 

already counted while they were alive, the 

Jews were again counted after their 

passing, to show how dear they were to G-

d. They were likened to the stars, each of 

which G-d counts and names, as it states, 

"Who takes out His hosts by number, to 

each He calls by name." From this 

comparison to the stars we learn that every 

Jew should realize the full extent of G-d's 

love for him. Furthermore, the same way 

that the stars were created to light up the 

surrounding darkness of the night, so is 

each Jew created in order to spread the 

light of Torah and holiness throughout the 
darkness of the physical world. 

(Sefat Emet) 

h o m e @ C h a b a d C a r d o . o r g  

This week's Torah portion, Shemot, 

chronicles the events that happened to 

the Jewish people after they had been 

living in Egypt, beginning more than 

100 years after they had entered that 

country. Nevertheless, the opening 

verse, "These are the names of the 

people who were coming into Egypt," 

indicates that, despite having lived there 

for so long, they were still "coming into 

Egypt." To them, it was a foreign land, 

not their natural habitat. They had been 

born in Egypt; their parents had been 

born in Egypt, but it was not their home. 

It was exile; home was Eretz Yisrael, the 

Land of Israel, and they were still in the 

process of "coming to Egypt." 

What's the difference between Egypt 

and Israel? In the Biblical era, the 

societies were primary agricultural, so 

when the Torah wants to contrast the 

two countries, it points to their water 

supply, stating: "The land to which you 

are coming to possess is not like the land 

of Egypt... where you plant your seed 

and water it by foot. Instead,... it is a 

land of hills and valleys. From the rain 

of heaven, it derives its water." In other 

words, in Egypt, the water came from 

the Nile. In Israel, there are no large 

rivers. Instead, the water supply is 

almost entirely dependent on rain. 

When the supply of water comes from a 

river, no Gdly influence is apparent and 

the natural order seemed to control the 

water supply. In Israel, by contrast, "the 

eyes of all must look upward" to "the 

One Who holds the key to rain." It is 

clearly apparent that toil and till and try 

as we may, the success of our crops 

depends on Gd's blessings. In this way, 

the land itself educates us to trust in Gd, 

to see ourselves as in His hand and His 

providence as controlling our lives. 

In Chasidic thought, it is explained that 

Egypt is not only a geographical 

inherently foreign. Hence - as stated 

above - even after living in Egypt for an 

extended period, the place was new to 

them. 

When viewed in that light, the exodus 

was an inevitable occurrence. Yes, it 

took years and, at a certain point, even 

the Jewish people's faith was somewhat 

weakened. But since the Jews, as 

individuals and as a people, were 

continually looking to Gd, ultimately, it 

was to be anticipated that Gd would turn 

to them and redeem them. 

From Keeping in Touch, adapted by Rabbi E. 
Touger from the teachings of the Lubavitcher Rebbe, 
published by Sichos in English; Shabbos Table and 
From Our Sages reprinted from 

www.LchaimWeekly.org -  LYO / NYC 

 

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ISRAEL AND EGYPT  
 

 

location but also a state of mind. 

In fact the Hebrew name for 

Egypt, "Mitzrayim," is almost 

identical to the word 

"meitzarim," which means straits 

or limitations. Because Israel 

taught the Jews to continually 

look up to Gd, they never could 

feel at home in Egypt. The 

concept of life being governed 

by the natural routine was 

 

A MEZUZAH IS LIKE A HELMET 
 

The Ma’alot High School trip of summer 

5734 (1974) in the north of Eretz Yisroel, 

terminated abruptly when they were 

attacked by an Arab terrorist group. The 

entire world followed the news, reporting 

how seventeen neshomas were taken, with 

many more casualties.  

A contingency of Chabad chassidim 

immediately responded. In accordance with 

the Rebbe’s latest mivtzah, they wasted no 

time in checking the school’s mezuzos, of 

which seventeen were found to be posul!  

This discovery was forthwith reported to 

the Rebbe. When three of the wounded 

subsequently passed away, the Rebbe 

ordered another check, bringing the total of 

posul mezuzos found to twenty.  

On Shabbos Parshas Behar-Bechukosai, the 

Rebbe related the story. After Shabbos, 

there was an uproar throughout the Jewish 

world, as it was understood that the Rebbe 

had blamed and justified the students’ 

deaths on the faulty mezuzos.   

At the next farbrengen, the Rebbe clarified: 

“Having a mezuzah is like wearing a 

helmet. Of course, not wearing it does not 

cause death; but wearing one could 

certainly save the soldier from a bullet.” 

  (reprinted from L’maan Yishme’u, 

www.lmaanyishmeu.com) 

 

 

 
     



h o m e @ C h a b a d C a r d o . o r g  The Job of a Yid 
Chazal teach: Great is he who supports himself by his own efforts; as 

the possuk says, "He is praiseworthy both in this world and the next.” 

Chazal further state that a person should not say, “Since I am of 

dignified ancestry, it is unbefitting for me to humble myself by 

working” – for long before his time, HaShem Himself worked, when 

He created the world. (Brachot, 8A, Zohar Chadash, vol. 1, 9A)  

 

Many of the great tanaim and amoraim worked as menial laborers to 

earn a living. Hillel was a woodcutter; R' Oshiya, R' Chanina and R’ 

Yochanan were shoemakers; R' Yehudah was a baker; and others 

served as blacksmiths, net weavers, tailors, diggers and porters.  

( אוצר האגדה ערך אומנים ובעלי מלאכה בין חכמי התלמוד)   

 

A chossid who earned his parnasa by managing a tavern traveled to 

visit the tzaddik, Reb Arye Leib, better known as the Shpoler Zeide, 

to pour out his heart. He was afraid that his constant contact with the 

coarse customers who frequented his tavern might dull his spiritual 

sensitivity. The Shpoler Zeide smiled and said, "It seems that you 

want to fulfill your purpose as a Yid by being presented with a sack 

full of gold, being seated in a clean and splendid palace, dressed in 

silken garments with a shtreimel on your head and being surrounded 

by shelves filled with holy sefarim…, and then you will be able to 

serve HaShem by davening and studying Torah with a clear, pure 

mind. But if HaShem wants individuals to serve Him without any 

distractions, for that He has countless myriads of malochim (angels)! 

The real delight that He finds in this world comes from those who are 

surrounded by obstacles and hardships and feel that they are confined 

in a gutter – and despite this they think about HaShem and anxiously 

yearn for the moment when they will be able to say just a few words 

to Him. No malach can experience such a longing!”  The Shpoler 

Zeide concluded, "Don't complain about your livelihood. On the 

contrary, thank HaShem for having given you the privilege of serving 

Him in this manner!”  (Sipurei Chasidim Zevin Moadim, pg. 380) 

 

Every Shabbos, during seuda shlishis (third meal), the chassidim of 

Reb Yitzchak Aizik of Zhidachov would sit in awed silence as the 

tzaddik sang moving niggunim and expounded lofty divrei Torah. So 

deeply were they engulfed by a profound yearning for teshuva and 

ruchniyus (spirituality), that the morning following one such Shabbos, 

none of the visiting businessman wanted to leave. It did not even 

occur to them that they should now be returning to their mundane affairs 

Not knowing this, the tzaddik asked his sons why no one had yet left. 

They went to investigate and were told, "Only yesterday our Rebbe 

made all worldly things so unworthy in our eyes, that we are ashamed to 

face him with our problems about our farm animals and our businesses.”  

Hearing this, the tzaddik smiled and related that there had been a similar 

occurrence with the tzaddik, Reb Menachem Mendel of Rimanov, who 

had then told his chassidim, "Shabbos is one thing; weekdays are 

something different. Let the businessmen return to their homes and 

engage honestly in their commerce.” Reb Yitzchak Aizik went on to 

quote the words of Tehillim: "The heavens belong to HaShem, but.the 

earth He has given to man," that is, to labor. Hearing his message, each 

chassid folded up his tallis, packed his bags, and returned home to his 

daily affairs.  (Sipurei Chasidim Zevin Moadim, pg. 166) 

 

The preparation of the dirah b'tachtonim (a dwelleing place for Hashem 

in this world) is accomplished primarily by those in the workforce who 

use the physical world for the sake of HaShem. For this reason, until 

Moshiach comes, the amount of Yidden in the workforce (‘Zevulun’) 

greatly exceeds the number of those dedicated to learning Torah 

(‘Yissachar’).  Furthermore, by serving HaShem despite the challenges 

of the physical world, a Yid reveals a deeper, essential connection of his 

neshama to HaShem. This is only revealed when this Yid later dedicates 

time to davening and learning.  (Likutei Sichot, vol. 30, pg. 137 

onwards)  

 

Serving HaShem in Work 
The Baal Shem Tov taught that working in a worldly occupation can be 

comparable to studying Torah and even greater – for everything in the 

world was created for the glory of HaShem, and when a person uses 

worldly things in the way prescribed by the Torah, he is serving their 

Maker. A man once came to tell the Baal Shem Tov that he had lost his 

oxen; he wanted to be told where they were. The tzaddik opened a 

Zohar, looked inside, and told him that they were in the market city of 

Breslau. He later explained that Chazal say that there is a "great light" 

hidden in the Torah that enables one to see from one end of the world to 

the other, and with that light, those who study Torah properly can see 

everything.  The Rebbe derived a lesson from this story: There are those 

who separate the Torah from worldly matters, thinking that the Zohar is 

a holy part of Torah, while the ox is an ox, and Breslau is a market 

city…. This is a mistake, for HaShem is everywhere, even in the 

lowliest things, thus the Baal Shem Tov saw them in the Zohar. This 

can be seen from the special purpose that the oxen filled: they brought 

   HOLY BUSINESS 

National Bar Mitzvah 
 

The day of Bar Mitzva, which is 

the day the boy becomes 

obligated to study Torah and 

keep the mitzvot 

(commandment), is a day of 

personal redemption. The 

transition from keeping mitzvot 

in preparation for the time one 

will be obligated, to that of 

keeping mitzvot once one is 

obligated, may be compared to 

the movement from exile to 

Redemption. For the keeping of 

mitzvot in exile is a 

"preparation" when compared to 

the full keeping of mitzvot at the 

time of the Redemption.  

 

One could even go as far to say 

that in exile, the entire Jewish 

people keep mitzvot like 

children, and when Moshiach 

comes we will celebrate our 

national Bar Mitzva. 

 
Talk of the Lubavitcher Rebbe to Bar 
Mitzva boys and their parents 
 
reprinted from www.LchaimWeekly.org 
- LYO / NYC 
 

 

 

 

this Yid to the Baal Shem Tov.  (Meor Einayim, Shabbat, Sichot 

Kodesh, 5734, vol. 2, pg. 451) 

 

Chazal say that Chanoch 'sewed shoes' and thereby created 

spiritual yichudim for HaShem similar to those created through 

wearing tefillin. The Rebbe explains that this teaches us a 

lesson: even an ordinary shoemaker or tailor can accomplish 

great spiritual effects even while going about their work with the 

correct proper intentions.  (Torat Menachem, 5749, vol. 1, pg. 

247, Torat Menachem 5742, vol. 1, pg. 304)   

 

The eminent chossid, Reb Hillel Paritcher served as mashpia for 

the Yiddishe agricultural settlements founded by the Mitteler 

Rebbe. What motivated this towering intellectual to agree to 

assume this role? He once related how he had heard the Mitteler 

Rebbe describe the inner stature of these unassuming colonists: 

"Picture those Yishuvniks standing in the field, with their 

yarmulkas and taleisim ktanim, planting the soil and lifting their 

eyes heavenward and focusing their hopes on HaShem…” 

Visualizing that moment is what motivated Reb .Hillel to 

become their mashpia.  (Sefer HaSichot, 5704, pg. 83) 

 

(reprinted from L’maan Yishme’u, www.lmaanyishmeu.com) 

 

 

One Step Translations 

  



A new volume in the book series of the Rebbe's 

letters sheds light on a bountiful year in the 

Rebbe's life and public activities for world Jewry.  

The Jewish year of 5737 (1976-1977) began with 

the fresh memory of the daring military raid --and 

miraculous one, as the Rebbe pointed out-- at 

Entebbe Airport in Uganda to free the Jewish and 

Israeli hostages from terrorists.  Besides for his 

public talks at farbrengens and private encounters, 

the Rebbe addressed the spiritual aspects of this 

great miracle by the soldiers of the Israel Defence 

Forces. 

 

Entebbe is just one of the topics discussed by the 

Rebbe in the 275 letters written that year that were 

now published in the new volume 32 of the Igros 

Kodesh - holy letters personally written by the 

Rebbe or dictated to his secretaries.  During the 

year 5737, the Rebbe further developed the 

growing international network of Chabad-

Lubavitch institutions and activities to bring a 

renewal to Jewish life and Torah learning.  These 

efforts included the battle against the controversial 

Mihu Yehudi law in Israel, strengthening the 

newly established Beis Din Rabbonei Chabad in 

Israel and opening Yagdil Torah institutions in 

The Rebbe’s Letters: 1976 - 1977 

 

Jerusalem and Crown Heights to publish the 

Rebbes' teachings. 

 

In 5737, the Rebbe embarked on an historic 

printing of Hemshech Tov Reish Ayin Beis, 

one of the single longest works of Chabad 

philosophy. Chassidim worldwide joined by 

donating a single dollar to print these 

mamaarim said by the Rebbe Rashab, Rabbi 

Sholom Dovber Schneersohn.  In one letter 

printed in the new volume, students of Beth 

Rivkah academy for teachers in Yerres, 

France, ask to participate as well. The Rebbe 

writes to the principal Rabbi Yaakov 

Schlamms gives permission to those that are 

"fitting and are interested in it."  Others 

letters deal with the nomination of Rabbi 

Simcha Bunim Alter as the new Rebbe of 

Ger, the printing and distribution of the 

Ahavas Yisroel booklet and the instruction 

to "Ase Lecha Rav" - that each one appoint 

him and herself a spiritual guide. 

 

The 400 pages in the new volume, published 

by Kehot Publication Society, include copies 

of the Rebbe's handwritten answers, an 

overview, an index of topics, institutions and 

people referred to in the letters.  The 

publishers ask that anyone with letters or 

answers from the Rebbe from the years 

following 5737 or even before it should 

please contact info@lahak.org and share 

them for the benefit of the public.         

(reprinted from Collive) 

 

 

 

 
Although Chanukah is just a memory except 

for the scale, Raizel Tzucker who organizes 

the annual Zot Chanukah Luncheon in Beitar 

made a hit with her garlic nuts and sundried 

tomato spread. In a food processor combine 6 

sundried tomatoes in oil, 4 cloves of crushed 

garlic, 2 tablespoons parsley, 1/4 c walnut, 

1/8-1/4 c olive oil (or the oil from the 

sundried tomatoes), 1/2 c mayonnaise or until 

a good consistency, coarse salt to taste and 

combine. It was a hit.                              

Alizah Hochstead, alizahh@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

“Ask Dr. Yosef” 

Question:  When it comes to Shabbos guests my 

wife always has the last word.  Some guests I suggest 
she won’t want to have and some she will.  If I want to 
have a guest and she doesn’t, then that guest can’t 
come.  However, if she wants to have a guest and I 
don’t; usually we will end up having the guest because 
she wants to.  It seems a bit unfair to me, but since it 
keeps peace in the home, I go along with it.  Do you 
think this is healthy for our relationship, or maybe it 
would be better if she would be a bit more 
accommodating to what I want? 

 

Dr. Yosef replies:  This letter reminded me of a 

conversation I had some years ago with a friend, Izzy L. 
from Worcester, MA.  He told me he never argued with 
his wife.  I asked him how come.  His answer was that in 
63 years of marriage he had never won an argument 
with her.  So I applaud your efforts to keep peace in the 
home, especially since your wife probably does most of 
the work of preparing the Shabbos meals.  The subject 
of hachnosat orchim does seem to arouse strong 
feeling; criticism is often expressed about inconsiderate 
guests who show up late or dominate the conversation 
and hosts who are insensitive to the needs of their 
guests.  Guests run the gamut, from those who appear 
famished and gluttonous, to those on special diets and 
can’t eat most of the things the hosts have prepared.  
Some want to talk about sports or business while others 
would like to deliver a boring dvar Torah for a half hour 
or more.  Hachnosat orchim is a great mitzvah, as the 
commentaries describe how Avraham Avinu stopped his 
conversation with G-d in order to see to the three angels 
who came in the guise of wayfarers.  It seems, further, 
that inviting guests who are unpopular, unattractive or 
even irritating can be a higher level of mitzvah.  A good 
example of this is the mother of Rav Zusha who took 
care of a guest who was covered with scabs and 
presented a revolting appearance.  She was rewarded 
by becoming the mother of two luminaries in Chassidus:  
Rav Zusha and Rav Elimelech.  So, to your question – 
what kind of guests do you prefer and what is your 
wife’s preference; and of course, what kind of guests 
would you want to reject?  Perhaps after reading the 
above, both of you might be willing to broaden your 
categories.  Then you can end up accommodating each 
other as you accommodate a wider range of guests. 
 
Dr. Yosef Halbfinger, Personal, Marriage (Sholom Bayis) & 
Family Issues–English, Hebrew, Yiddish– Halachic 
Advisor:  HaRav Chaim Sholom Deitsch, shlita. (02) 571-
4532; (0526)-967706 – 131 HaYehudim, Old City, JM. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Halacha Corner – May I shake a rattle to calm my baby on Shabbos? Chazal prohibited playing music with instruments on 

Shabbos in case one may come to fix or adjust them. Poskim discuss whether instruments such as a rattle which are not intended for music, but can 

generate a musical sound or beat, are included in this prohibition.  Some say that since a baby rattle is intended to make noise to get the baby’s 

attention, not to play music, it is permissible to rattle (as long as one does not create a beat). Likewise ringing a (mechanical) doorbell is permissible 

since one does not intend to create music.  Others argue that although normal knocking on a door is permissible, the prohibition against making music 

extends to all noisemaking items, even ones that aren’t specifically musical. The Alter Rebbe records that the custom is to follow the latter opinion 

except when necessary for a sick person or a mitzvah purpose.  Some consider the rattle muktza since it may not be used. However, others point out 

that since many poskim do permit using it, although we have a minhag to be stringent, we cannot deem it a forbidden object. In the laws of Shabbos 

young children’s needs are treated like those of a mildly sick person. Thus, if a child is crying strongly and the rattle can calm him down, one may give 

the rattle to the child to play with, or even shake the rattle oneself (preferably with a shinui [differently than one normally would).  (by Rabbi Chaim 

Hillel Raskin, Moreh Hora’ah – Beis Horaa Rechovot, reprinted from L’maan Yishme’u, www.lmaanyishmeu.com) 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

(continued from page 1) following the same progression: As a young man it would faithfully observe Torah and mitzvot, but as time passed it 

invariably left the straight and narrow. "This time, when he came to me, I decided that enough was enough. I refused to let him leave until his soul had 

accomplished its final tikun (correction)."  [Of further interest is that Rabbi Shneur Zalman gave his son, Rabbi Dov-Ber, who eventually became his 

successor, the manuscripts of everything he had learned with the young man. It was based on these writings that the second Chabad rebbe authored his 

profound work, Derech Chaim.]  Adapted by Yerachmiel Tilles from the rendition on www.lchaimweekly.org (#678). Yerachmiel Tilles is the director 

of the AscentOfSafed.com and KabbalaOnline.org websites. His mailing list of 900+ weekly stories (editor@ascentofsafed.com) is now in its 19th 

year. “Saturday Night, Full Moon,” the first of a 3-volume series of his best stories, is now available in Tzefat at Ascent and KabbalaOnline-shop.com, 

from the publishers in Jerusalem, Menorah-Books.com, and in Jewish bookstores world-wide. 

 

 


